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NOtes fROm LeAdeRship

On behalf of my colleagues in Colliers’ Law firm services Group, i am pleased to present our annual 
North America Outlook Report which focuses on law firm activity and market characteristics in each 
of the real estate markets covered by Colliers Law firm services’ professionals. Colliers is proud to 
be a real estate advisor to many of the largest law firms in the U.s. and globally. We hope you find this 
report informative and valuable.  

sincerely, 

Steve LevitaS
Chairman
Colliers international Law firm services Group

the legal industry is undergoing significant cyclical and structural changes that are profoundly altering 
the way in which law firms think about and use commercial real estate. the recession and ensuing 
slow recovery have increased fee pressures, leading firms to focus on rightsizing their office footprints 
while still offering the features and amenities required to attract top talent. 

On the structural side, technological changes are enabling unprecedented mobility both within and 
outside of the workplace, which law firms are balancing with the industry’s unique privacy and 
confidentiality requirements. firms also are embracing flexible layouts enabling them to adapt to future, 
rapidly advancing technological developments. Another impact of technology is the reduced need for 
physical storage, law libraries and support staff, resulting in the need for less office space. finally, 
as in other industries, firms face the challenge of balancing the space and technological needs and 
preferences of two distinct groups: the aging baby boomers and emerging millennials. 

We are pleased to present Colliers’ Law firm services Group’s 2015 North America Outlook Report, 
providing additional insights into these macro trends and detailing their impact on major office markets 
across the U.s. and Canada. 

sincerely, 

andrea croSS
National Office Research manager



for every firm, it’s different.
successful law firms have one thing in common:

they anticipate change. 
the Colliers Law firm services Group anticipates the seismic shifts which impact 
how law firms use space. Lawyer demographics, technological change and the 
alignment of function and space impact the brand and culture of the firm. By 
understanding how trends impact business, the Law firm services Group stays 
ahead of the market as a strategic and reliable resource. 

through collaboration with the firm, the Colliers team delivers creative, customized 
strategies aligned with the firm’s vision and goals. the outcome is a real estate 
business solution which supports enhanced productivity and increased long-term 
profitability in an ever-changing industry sector.  

Colliers international’s extensive service platform allows the Law firm services 
practice Group to harness local and industry-specific market insights to better serve 
law firm clients on a regional, national and global level. 
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the Business model is Changing
Law firms are shifting the way that they handle their real estate 
transactions and strategies. this shift began several years ago 
as a result of two primary forces: the recession; and as a direct 
result thereof, a flattening in demand for legal work across the 
country and around the world. With respect to the latter, this 
flattening in demand has been compounded by the increasing 
pressure on pricing for legal services being brought to bear on 
the industry by many end users. 

except for the very top tier of the Am Law 100 firms, where 
pricing pressure has not been as fierce, most firms have had to 
look at hourly rate compression and alternate fee arrangements 
to remain competitive. most of today’s top-tier and middle 
market firms are hiring chief operating and financial officers 
focused on driving efficiency, discipline and cross-selling into 
their business models. they are training lawyers to talk with 
clients about pricing, increasing the use of non-hourly billing 
strategies, proactively identifying each client’s unique pricing 
preferences and most importantly, finding ways to leverage 
relationships to expand their business offerings within their 
existing customer base. firms are encouraging innovation, 
investing in knowledge management and systems to support 
that effort while training future leaders for succession as the 
boomer generation begins to exit the leadership position in many 
of today’s significant firms. 
  
As a result of these and other forces, law firms are, in general, 
taking aggressive steps to right-size their real estate portfolios. 
Law firms are now paying closer attention to their overhead, 
with real estate being a significant component of that overhead. 
firms are focused on driving down costs, while improving how 

space supports the way firms are hiring and retaining their 
key talent. many are exploring single size (universal) office 
strategies, in-boarding revenue production (moving associates 
toward the interior of buildings, instead of along windows and 
corners) and potentially putting first-years and other legal 
associates into workstations. Offices traditionally measured 
15x15 feet for partners and 10x15 feet for associates, but the 
new standard is a uniform office size of 10x15 feet or even 
10x12 feet for both partners and associates. Whereas firms 
traditionally allocated approximately 1,000 square feet per 
attorney, ratios have decreased to 650 square feet or less per 
attorney.

meanwhile, holding offices open for retired partners, a practice 
that firms have done for decades, is no longer commonplace. 
Law firms as a whole are looking for any method possible to 
drive efficiency into their operations and the utilization of these 
and other strategies is becoming the norm, not the exception. 
the result has been a reduction in space usage by 15%-32% 
among Am Law top 100 and 200 firms. All in all, these space 
utilization changes require a big cultural adjustment for many 
firms.

the Rise of Workplace strategy
Law firms are embracing workplace strategies that have been 
successfully deployed in corporate work environments for 
many years in order to become more efficient in their space 
utilization and to reduce their footprint. these concepts leverage 
technology, cutting-edge design and furniture systems to foster 
collaboration, enhance mobility and provide maximum flexibility 
for the attorneys and staff. 
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these workplace strategies and design concepts include:

 > Universal office sizes for partners and associates

 > Using smaller, more technology-rich environments

 > in-boarding (moving toward interior office space)   
 associates and paraprofessionals 

 > teaming up more than one attorney in a single office 

 > Grouping contract attorneys in workrooms, at   
 workstations or in bench seating 

 > Adopting non-assigned hoteling strategies to maximize  
 use of space

 > Creating separate quiet and collaborative zones

 > introducing wellness strategies such as bringing more  
 natural light into the interior through the use of glass  
 walls, using sit/stand desks, and encouraging healthy  
 food options and improving ergonomics including stand  
 up work surfaces

 > Using demountable wall partitions to allow for flexible  
 interior zones that can be reconfigured as the firm’s   
 needs change in the future

 > moving toward paperless offices by reducing the   
 amount of space dedicated to libraries and document  
 storage

 > introducing multi-functional space into designs

 > Offshoring or Nearshoring non-essential functions and  
 operations

the workplace strategy movement—and its potential to not only 
reduce costs and create efficiencies but promote productivity 
and collaboration—is driving decision-making. these strategies 
not only have the potential to drastically reduce the law 
firm’s footprint but more importantly, enhance recruiting and 
retention of key staff as every firm embraces the generation 
shift exploding in today’s workforce. these new workplace 
strategies are helping proactive firms create environments 
where their employees “want to be” and enabling these firms to 
use their space as a tool for increasing productivity. Additionally, 
these new design concepts and strategies, when implemented 
properly, send strong messages to clients that the firm is 
forward thinking, proactive and efficient.

Bifurcation of the market
the workplace strategy movement is not, however, happening 
across the board. A bifurcation exists in of the marketplace. 
many firms have yet to embrace these workplace strategy 
concepts for two reasons. first, some firms are not as sensitive 
to real estate costs as a component of the way in which they 
are doing business today. in some cases, these costs, while 
significant, are still relatively small in the context of their overall 
operations and the target talent pool from which they recruit. 
second, for certain firms, this move toward efficiency can have 
the ripple effect of making it harder to recruit or retain key 
rainmaker lawyers who are used to a more traditional office 
environment. 

Achieving Balance
While the benefits of a sound workplace strategy approach seem 
obvious from a bottom-line perspective, firms are gradually 
embracing these concepts, largely to ensure that space 
expectations of the boomer generation—i.e., assigned private 
offices—are balanced with the needs of new generations. 

for instance, the concept of hoteling— where part-time or 
visiting employees use unassigned spaces that are available—
which is prevalent in many industries, has not been embraced 
as quickly in the legal industry. this is largely due to the 
perception that most lawyers spend too much time in their 
offices to work in an unassigned environment. however, studies 
show that a large percentage of workspaces are not utilized 
more than 50% of their operating availability. 

the industry is, nonetheless, heading in the direction of 
designing and implementing workplace strategies that are 
appropriate for the firm’s current culture and also position the 
firm to adapt to the unassigned strategy in the future, if and 
when a firm is ready to make that next step along the efficiency 
continuum. the first mantra for the implementation of any or all 
of these progressive strategies is, “first do no harm”. Although 
cutting space and real estate costs is important, these efforts 
become a bad business strategy if they result in injury to the 
business culture or revenue engines that sit in the real estate. 
finding the right balance is key and firms must remember that 
this is not a “one size fits all” effort. every firm is different and 
keeping an eye on that tenet is truly the key to success for any 
of these concepts. 

Growth of technology and 
Commodity Legal services
Another trend that is affecting the legal marketplace and the law 
firm’s footprint is the commoditization of legal services. Clients 
are still content paying top dollar for advocacy and counseling 
services which require the skills, expertise, knowledge and 
industry experience needed to win complex litigation or secure 
judgments on behalf of their clients. however, many clients 
today are less enthusiastic about paying high hourly billing rates 
for process and content-related work, such as due diligence, 
document drafting, research, document assembly and document 
review. even the top firms recognize that they are valued more 
for their rainmakers and for complex litigation and transaction 
structuring than for due diligence, discovery and administrative 
services. As a result, firms are hiring fewer associates than in 
the past, causing a compression in the industry. 

disruptive technologies also are taking market share from 
law firms. from research tools like Google search and Legal 
Zoom to futuristic software solutions like iBm’s Watson, new 
technology solutions are shaping the future of the industry. 
iBm’s Watson, in particular, has opened the eyes of chief 
technology officers who envision its potential to automate many 
typical transactions and to manage complexity, structure legal 
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knowledge and harness data to make predictions. iBm’s Watson 
will never replace the reasoning process, but it does appear to 
have the potential to save time and reduce costs by freeing up 
human resources for higher level work.

North America Report
the industry in North America is moving beyond the effects of 
the recession. firm downsizing generally ended in 2011–2012, 
but the consolidations and extended transactions in the last two-
to-three years have resulted in slower activity. thus, the legal 
market is slowly approaching pre-recession levels of business. 
the commoditization of legal services and after-effects of the 
recession have reduced the overall pool of revenue to pay for 
legal services in North America. 

Although the industry has yet to return to pre-recession levels 
nationally, the legal business is very strong in some regions 
of the country. On the West Coast, particularly san francisco 
and silicon Valley, markets are performing well because of the 
robust technology industry and strong demand for related legal 
services. Business in New York, along the eastern seaboard, 
and throughout the mid-Atlantic states is also robust. major 
energy markets, including houston, dallas and denver, were 
very strong up until the recent slide in oil prices, which may 
cause a retrenchment in those areas if pricing remains low. 

As described above, firms are working to increase efficiency 
and lower their real estate costs. firms are also disposing of 
surplus space and looking at strategies to accomplish this more 
efficiently. One example of this trend is the use of platforms 
such as Liquidspace and Regus to add a revenue stream by 
renting unused space on a short-term basis. 

Nearshoring—relocating parts of the business, usually 
administrative functions such as accounting, human resources, 
marketing and contract attorney document review/discovery, 
to a lower-cost, but nearby location—is another option that 
law firms are using to reduce real estate costs. Nearshoring—
unlike offshoring—allows firms to protect confidentiality and 
intellectual property, and to serve customers in close proximity. 
some actually are outsourcing all operational functions of the 
firm, including accounting and human resources, to a third party. 

Law firms in North America are exploring their space options 
well in advance of their existing lease expirations. Long-term 
decision-making projects stability to clients and helps to 
lock in key client relationships. some large firms are giving 
themselves even more lead time (five to seven years or more) 
to contemplate workplace strategy and new construction. the 
advantage of a new building is that a firm can implement a 
comprehensive workplace strategy plan without disrupting its 
entire business. the trade-off is that costs will be much higher 
in a new building, though the investment may pay off by getting 
the right people into the right location or the right building, 
with the proper amenities to support them. Amenities—such 

as parking, restaurants, food service, health clubs and meeting 
spaces—continue to be highly valued by law firms. 

Real estate as a facilitator
At Colliers, we see real estate as a facilitator. We focus not only 
on the real estate transaction, but on how the real estate can 
support our clients’ businesses and be positioned as a key asset 
that increases productivity, profitability and—equally important 
for a law firm—the ability to recruit and retain key talent.

We pay close attention to global and regional trends, studying 
the forces causing changes within individual law firms as well 
as the dynamics occurring industry wide. By understanding 
how these trends impact client business, the Colliers Law firm 
services Group stays ahead of the market as a strategic and 
reliable resource. 

some of the workplace strategies that firms are deploying today 
would not have been considered five to ten years ago. today, 
we are working with clients to ease them into flexible office 
configurations that fit their particular needs while improving 
utilization and reducing costs. 

Our team has been dedicated to serving the legal industry 
for 15 years. We understand the real estate and operational 
implications of making some of these more dramatic changes. 
We guide our clients through a process that leads them to a real 
estate transaction designed to improve the performance and 
well-being of their people, remembering always that one size 
concepts do not fit all. With each firm having a unique culture, 
we work as partners to help our clients find the right mix and 
fit and then deploy that in the most opportunistic real estate 
solution. 

the outcome is a real estate business solution that supports 
enhanced productivity and increased long-term profitability in an 
ever-changing industry sector. 
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North America Rental Rate snapshot
* All occupancy rates are in Usd per square foot per year - full service Gross

VanCouVer | Canada
$55.45

san FranCisCo | Ca
$72.44

los angeles | Ca
$42.00-$45.12

Updated March 2015

Updated March 2015

Houston | tX
$34.15

dallas | tX
$25.00

Colliers Locations

featured Cities
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Birmingham
alabaMa

Popular location: most law firms are located downtown but 
some are considering the nearby midtown submarket, as the 
taxes are significantly lower than downtown.

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 7.5% of the market.

outlook: economy is growing slowly, but there are no major 
growth generators. Because of the Great Recession, law firms 
had to reconsider their business models. the focus is on cost 
containment, especially as it pertains to real estate.

trend: Birmingham used to be a banking center but as 
banks have consolidated, the city has lost three major 
banking headquarters. firms are trying to get rid of excess 
support space and, in planning for the future, adopt a more 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Bressler Amery & Ross pC park place tower 20,000 New firm
Johnston Barton proctor & Rose LLp 569 Brookwood Village 50,000 dissolved - space Offered
haskell slaughter Young & Rediker LLC park place tower 50,000 dissolved - space Offered

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

bradley arant boult
cummings LLP 

200,000 sf

Vacancy Rate

market Occupied by Law firms

Other

inventory
13,216,799 sF

Absorption 
71,421 sF

Construction
0 sF

0 5,000,000 10,000,000 15,000,000

AL
AB

Am
A

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $21.44 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 1.5%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $45 psf
Class a Free rent 8 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase decrease
absorption increase No Change decrease
Vacancy decrease No Change increase

7.5%
9.0%

83.5%

2014 Completed transactions
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conservatively sized attorney office standard. technology and 
biotech are starting to be drivers. healthcare overall is a big 
driver.

unique Feature: partner-to-associate ratios are inverted 
relative to the rest of the country. most firms have two partners 
per associate. 



phoenix
arizona

Popular location: Cityscape phoenix (downtown)

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: 6.0% of the 
market is occupied by law firms. 

outlook: Law firm activity has slowed after peaking a few years 
ago. in 2014, the largest move was dickinson Wright signing a 
45,000 square foot lease at 1850 N. Central Ave, relocating from 
2901 N. Central Ave.

trend: delivery of the 562,000 square foot Cityscape project in 
2010 provided the greatest shake-up, with more than a half-
dozen firms moving in, many relocating from further north on 
Central Ave, totaling nearly 315,000 square feet. (Cityscape 
is a high-rise mixed-use development in downtown phoenix 
consisting of residential, retail, office and hotel usage). many 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
dickinson Wright mariscal Weeks 1850 N Central Ave.  45,000 Relocation
Rose Law Group 7144 e stetson dr.  13,547 Owner User, Condo sale
the Law Offices of Andrew hull 7150 N 16th st.  5,005 Relocation

firms in the market

Jones Skelton &
hochuli PLc

50,000-70,000 sf

campbell yost clare & norell Pc 
20,000-30,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $24.39 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 3.5%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $40-$60 psf
Class a Free rent 10-12 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase decrease No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease

ARiZO
NA

 -  10,000,000  20,000,000  30,000,000  40,000,000  50,000,000

Vacancy Rate

market Occupied by Law firms

Other

inventory
40,859,598 sF

Absorption
891,996 sF

Construction
295,000 sF

0 10,000,000

6.0%

18.1%

75.9%

30,000,000 50,000,000

2014 Completed transactions
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signed 10-year leases, leading to a lull in activity in subsequent 
years.

unique Feature: phoenix partner-to-associate ratios are 
inverted relative to the rest of the country. most firms have two 
partners per associate. 



Los Angeles
CaliFornia

Popular location: Larger firms are remaining in their 
submarkets, predominantly in downtown and Century City. 
however, many law firms expanding in Los Angeles are landing 
in silicon Beach to drive client relationships in the tech/new 
media industries.

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Vacancy rates, 
for all tenants, have hovered around 20.0% over the past 3-4 
years; however landlords are attempting to increase rental rates. 
downtown, from an office market perspective, is not reacting to 
traditional market fundamentals.

outlook: downtown Los Angeles is going through a 
renaissance. historically it has been a place to work; now it 
has become a place to work, live and play. multifamily units and 
hospitality are fueling the majority of development downtown. 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Anderson, mcpharlin & Conners LLp 707 Wilshire Blvd. 18,738 Relocation
Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & smith LLp 633 West 5th st. 215,000 Relocation (temp)
manning & Kass, ellrod, Ramirez, trester LLp 801 s figueroa st. 80,000 Renewal

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

Pillsbury winthrop Shaw
Pittman LLP 
55,000 sf

buchalter nemer
50,000 sf

milbank, tweed, hadley &
mccloy LLP 
50,000 sf

CA
Li

fO
RN

iA

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $42.00 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 8.3%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $65-$75 psf
Class a Free rent 7 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption decrease increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease

 (5,000,000)  -  5,000,000  10,000,000  15,000,000  20,000,000

Vacancy Rate

market Occupied by Law firms

Other

inventory
18,098,100 sF

Absorption 
(185,400) sF

Construction
434,640 sF

(5,000,000) 0

22.0%

19.4% 58.6%

10,000,000 20,000,000

2014 Completed transactions - downtown los angeles
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there are also office development and redevelopment projects 
underway in the area. 

trend: increased pressure on margin and productivity has forced 
the professional service industry, and more specifically the 
legal industry, to do more with less. With fee compression and 
increased competition, the legal industry is now forced to become 
leaner, to increase the flexibility in its lease commitments, and to 
make real estate decisions that drive growth and margin.

unique Feature: Los Angeles, having the second largest port 
on the planet, has experienced a volatile port logistics and 
distribution market. this industry has ebbed and flowed over 
the past 2-3 years, and in many cases, damaged legal hiring. 
however, the projection is that the need for third-party counsel is 
going to increase for the foreseeable future.



Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Cox, Castle & Nicholson LLp 2029 Century park east 44,395 direct-New
Greene, Broillet & Wheeler LLp 100 Wilshire Blvd. 13,000 Renewal 
hinshaw & Culbertson LLp 11601 Wilshire Blvd. 20,060 Renewal 

firms in the market

o’melvery & myers
60,000 sf

bryan cave LLP
50,000 sf

Polsinelli LLc
50,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

CALifO
RNiA

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $45.12 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 7.4%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50-$60 psf
Class a Free rent 8-10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase decrease No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease

 -  10,000,000  20,000,000  30,000,000  40,000,000  50,000,000

Vacancy Rate

market Occupied by Law firms

Other

inventory
44,857,335 sF

Absorption
767,700 sF

Construction
64,937 sF

0 10,000,000

8.0%

14.6%

77.4%

30,000,000 50,000,000

2014 Completed transactions - west los angeles
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san diego
CaliFornia

Popular location: Central Business district (CBd); University 
towne Centre (UtC) or Carmel Valley

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 12.7% of the market in san diego.

outlook: Law firms who occupy a full floor—approximately 
20,000 square feet or larger—are exploring relocation instead 
of renewal options two or more years in advance of their lease 
expiration in order to evaluate their future space needs, building 
signage opportunities and rent overhead costs. With limited 
new Class A office supply, law firms are trying to incorporate 
workplace strategies to reduce their footprint and improve their 
benchmarking ratios, thereby reducing their overhead. 

trend: Quality Class A second generation law firm space 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
morrison & foerster LLp 12531 high Bluff drive 59,000 Blend/extend
sheppard mullin Richter & hampton LLp 12275 el Camino Real 54,000 Renewal
state of California - Office of the Attorney General 600 W. Broadway 125,000 Relocation

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

Jones day
60,000 sf

mintz Levin cohen ferris
& Popeo Pc 
50,000 sf

Pillsbury winthrop Shaw
Pittman LLP 
25,000 sf

CA
Li

fO
RN

iA

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $37.20 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 8.0%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50-$60 psf
Class a Free rent 2-4 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease

 -  10,000,000  20,000,000  30,000,000  40,000,000

Vacancy Rate

market Occupied by Law firms

Other

inventory
31,000,000 sF

Absorption 
600,000 sF

Construction
541,000 sF

0

9.0%

12.7%

78.3%

20,000,000 40,000,000

2014 Completed transactions
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is becoming scarce especially since the state of California 
Attorney General recently signed a 125,000 square foot lease at 
One America plaza, absorbing four floors formerly occupied by 
Latham Watkins and two floors that were occupied by mcKenna 
Long. Both tenants relocated out of the CBd—a continuing trend 
that has resulted in more than 50.0% of the major law firms 
relocating 20 miles north of the courthouse to either UtC or 
Carmel Valley. 

unique Feature: san diego is known for its mild year-round 
climate, natural deep-water harbor, extensive beaches, long 
association with the U.s. Navy, and recent emergence as a 
health care and biotechnology development center.



san francisco
CaliFornia

Popular location: North financial district high-rises

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms occupy 
14.0% of office real estate in san francisco. 

outlook: Law firm activity increased significantly in 2014, especially 
among larger occupiers, as a number of the larger firms in san 
francisco either signed leases or started to look for new space.

unique Feature: this market is dominated by technology leasing, 
causing prices to skyrocket. Construction costs have played, and 
will continue to play, a large part in the decision-making for law 
firms, as elevated demand has led to record construction costs 
and a preference to renew in place. many firms are also realizing 
efficiencies by reducing their rentable square feet per attorney ratio 
and therefore seeing their overall space needs reduced.

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
fenwick & West LLp 555 California st.  90,000 Renewal/expansion
Jones day 555 California st.  60,947 Renewal
Kirkland & ellis LLp 555 California st.  120,000 Renewal/expansion

firms in the market

orrick, herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 
200,000 sf

cooley LLP
100,000 sf

arnold Porter LLP
100,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

CALifO
RNiA

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $72.44 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 17.4%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $60 psf
Class a Free rent 4 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase decrease No Change
absorption decrease decrease increase 
Vacancy increase increase decrease
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palo Alto - menlo park
(silicon Valley)
CaliFornia

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
mcdermott Will & emery LLp 275 middlefield Rd. 65,000 Renewal
Orrick, herrington & sutcliffe LLp 1000 marsh Rd. 85,000 Renewal
Weil, Gotshal & manges LLp 201 Redwood shores pkwy. 76,238 Renewal

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

Jones day
50,000 sf

o’melveny & myers LLP
30,000 sf

CA
Li

fO
RN

iA

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $96.00 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 8.2%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $30.00
Class a Free rent 5 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase No Change
absorption increase No Change decrease
Vacancy decrease No Change increase

2014 Completed transactions
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Popular locations: palo Alto remains the primary real estate 
market for law firms in silicon Valley, given its strong identity, 
close proximity to stanford University and venture capital firms, 
and its mid-point geographic location for the region. silicon 
Valley law firms are otherwise concentrated in menlo park 
and Redwood City (the adjacent markets to palo Alto); and 
downtown san Jose, where the United states district Court is 
located.  

outlook: With the U.s. recovery now under way and the 
technology industry driving further employment growth, there is 
strong optimism that silicon Valley’s economy and commercial 
real estate market will remain strong in 2015 and beyond. 

trend: the silicon Valley regional economy is undoubtedly the 
hottest in the nation, if not the world. the technology industry 

led this region into an economic recovery prior to the rest of 
the nation, and silicon Valley continues to lead the U.s. in terms 
of job growth, median income, innovation and venture capital 
investment. the robust local economy has led to a tightening 
commercial real estate office market, with strong activity posted 
in 2014.

unique Feature: With the technology industry driving steady 
growth, silicon Valley is a target region for national and global 
law firms to expand. Close to 20 Am Law 100 firms have 
expanded into silicon Valley since 2007, with five of these 
expansions occurring from 2013-2014.  the United states 
patent and trademark Office is also expanding its operations 
into silicon Valley, with a permanent location scheduled to open 
in san Jose in 2015. 



denver
Colorado

Popular location: “Lodo” (Lower downtown) area, 16th st., 
17th st.

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 14.0% of office real estate in denver.

outlook: Activity in the law firm sector has remained 
consistent over the past three quarters. New development 
in the Central platte Valley and Lodo, which surround the 
recent development of denver’s Union station, are attracting 
firms as it provides convenient access to new Class A and 
AA space. this area significantly supports firms’ ability to 
attract and retain top talent as it provides easy access to public 
transportation, housing, entertainment and numerous dining 
options.

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Bakerhostetler 1801 California st. 50,000 Relocation
holland & hart LLp 555 17th st. 145,693 Renewal
polsinelli LLC 1401 Lawrence st. 86,664 Relocation

firms in the market

otten Johnson robinson neff & 
ragonetti Pc 
30,000 sf

moye white LLP
30,000 sf

morrison foerster LLP 
13,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

CO
LO

RAdO

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $28.58 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 3.8%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50-$65 psf
Class a Free rent 10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase No Change
absorption increase increase No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease No Change

Vacancy Rate

market Occupied by Law firms

Other
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57,393,082 sF
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(48,921) sF

Construction
145,158 sF
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unique Feature: Large, contiguous space in existing buildings is 
increasingly difficult to come by. As a result, significant leasing 
is occurring in new construction and the legal community is 
playing a significant role and establishing their position.



hartford
ConneCtiCut

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 10.3% of the market. 

outlook: slow but steady growth. Law firms are still looking to 
offset lower volume revenue with higher lawyer-to-staff ratios.

trend: Law firms are slow to migrate away from the traditional 
densely partitioned model for their space. specialized areas of 
law that are advancing include insurance, intellectual property, 
education; industries driving legal work include public/private 
sector funded education, bio-tech and targeted public sector 
development.

unique Feature: this area is known as the “insurance capital” 
of the world.

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
shipman & Goodwin LLp One Constitution plaza 93,000 Renewal

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

bracewell and Giuliani LLP 
8,500 sf

nirenstein, horowitz &
associates Pc

7,500 sf

ryan, ryan, deluca LLP 
6,000-7,000 sf

CO
NN

eC
ti

CU
t

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $20.73 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year -8.5%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $30-$35 psf
Class a Free rent 4-6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate No change increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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district of Columbia
wasHington dC

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: 25.2% of 
private sector tenancy

outlook: the majority of deals in 2014 were renewals of 
existing leases with very little expansion. 

trend: New development; firms are taking the same size or 
smaller spaces but find an estimated 15.0% to 20.0% efficiency 
factor when move from aging commodity “A” product to new 
buildings. extensive law libraries and huge partner office suites 
have given way to electronic filing systems and more standard 
office build-outs. hoteling and other forms of space sharing 
combined with fewer in-person client meetings have also had a 
slimming effect on space needs. 

unique feature: despite several recent, significant dissolutions 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
finnegan, henderson, farabow, Garret & dunner LLp 901 New York Ave. 252,000 Renewal (early)
morgan Lewis & Bockius LLp 1111 pennsylvania Ave. 270,060 Renewal (early)
Venable LLp 600 massachusetts Ave. 384,650 Relocation

firms in the market

k & L Gates LLP 
150,000 sf

baker botts LLP
136,000 sf

dentons
100,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

dC

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $55.99 psf

avg. annual trophy asking rent (full service Gross) $70.21 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 5.5%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $90-$100 psf
Class a Free rent 10-12 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption No Change increase increase
Vacancy No Change No Change increase
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market Occupied by Law firms
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89,657,675 sF

Absorption
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including dewey & LeBoeuf (150,000 square feet) and howrey 
LLp (327,000 square feet), both of which had sizable offices in 
dC, law firms will remain one of the most influential industry 
types in the area. 



south florida
Florida

Popular location: due to the long narrow geography of south 
florida, major firms have a presence in each county; one being 
the headquarters and the others being satellites. south florida 
consists of miami/dade, Broward, and palm Beach counties.

outlook: miami/dade County is the largest of the three counties 
in south florida. there are over 550 law firms, which occupy 
in excess of 2.6 million square feet. most of the largest firms in 
south florida are located in this county. Broward County is the 
second largest law firm market in south florida, with 440 firms 
occupying 1.1 million square feet of space in the downtown and 
the sub-markets.

trend: Law firm activity remains stable to brisk depending on 
the area of the south florida market and the individual firms. 
While the largest firms are remaining stable, the midsized firms 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Akerman senterfitt LLp  98 se 7th st. 117,705 moving in dec 2015
dLA piper southeast financial Center 45,000 expansion
stearns Weaver miller Weissler Alhadeff & 
sitterson pA 

150 W flagler tower 110,000 Renewal/expansion

firms in the market

boies, Schiller & flexner LLP
15,000 sf

berk, merchant & Sims
12,000 sf

alvarez, carbonell, feltman, 
Jimenez & Gomez, PL

7,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $33.78 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 1.7%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50-$65 psf
Class a Free rent 10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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market Occupied by Law firms

Other
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56,993,392 sF
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57,427 sF
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are always looking for ways to improve their market position. 
there are a total of almost 1,600 law firms, occupying space in 
over 800 buildings.

unique Feature: Unlike many areas with centralized cities 
surrounded by development, most of south florida is preserved 
natural area and designated agricultural reserves, with 
development restricted to a dense, narrow strip along the 
coast. the developed area is highly urbanized and increasingly 
continuous and decentralized, with no particular dominant core 
cities. 



tampa Bay
Florida

Popular locations: Central Business district (CBd), Westshore 
district

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 10.8% of the market. 

outlook: firms are still seeking ways to cut overhead, many 
opting for smaller office footprints and providing lower salaries, 
particularly for newly minted attorneys and those with less 
than three years of experience. Jeff Vinik, owner of the tampa 
Bay Lightning hockey team and real estate developer, recently 
unveiled a $1 billion development plan to build roughly 3 million 
square feet in the Channelside district of tampa. Among the 
properties comprising his vision is a Class A office tower.

trend: the most common themes echoed in the gradual 
retraction of legal in the tampa Bay area are an oversupply of 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Buchanan ingersoll & Rooney pC 401 e. Jackson st. 30,000 merger 
Butler pappas LLp 400 N Ashley dr. 61,276 Relocation
trenam Kemker 101 e. Kennedy Blvd. 40,000 Renewal

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

bush Graziano rice &
Platter, P.a. 
13,000 sf

arnstein & Lehr LLP
11,000 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $24.06 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 1.5%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $40-$50 psf
Class a Free rent 10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption No Change No Change No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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attorneys and salary dissatisfaction. since 2000, five new law 
schools have opened in the state of florida, and the number of 
licensed attorneys has increased 58.0%. for two years in a row, 
nearly half of florida Bar survey respondents cited “too many 
attorneys” as a major problem faced by the profession. 

unique Feature: the core economic drivers for the region—
tourism, housing, and consumer spending—are showing a 
positive impact on the region. While tampa Bay saw slow job 
growth in the second half of 2014, the region’s job growth 
continues to outpace the national average. these gains are 
supported by rallies in tourism and construction.



Atlanta
georgia

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 5.0% of the market in Atlanta. 

outlook: due to the large number of law firm consolidations and 
a number of large blend-and-extend transactions in the past 2-3 
years, law firm activity in the urban Atlanta market (downtown, 
midtown and Buckhead) has slowed. hiring has also slowed as 
law firm applications have greatly decreased, though some firms 
have made lateral hires to fill gaps in their respective practice 
groups, which may translate into taking on more space when 
the next hiring round comes. however, admin ratios are moving 
upward; four or five staff to each partner/attorney.

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
hall Booth smith pC 191 peachtree st. 64,359 Renewal
hendrick phillips salzman & flatt 230 peachtree st. 14,000 Renewal
stites & harbison 303 peachtree st. 30,000 Renewal

firms in the market

holland & knight
125,000 sf

Parker hudson rainer &
dobbs LLP 
50,000 sf

drew eckl & farnham LLP
45,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $25.54 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 3.7%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50 psf
Class a Free rent 9 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption No Change decrease increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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Chicago
illinois

Popular location: Chicago Central Business district (CBd); 
downtown Loop

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy approximately 15.0% of the real estate in Chicago. 

outlook: during the downturn, many law firms completed lease 
restructures or took advantage of reduced market pricing to 
relocate, many with a goal of finding greater space efficiencies. 
As a result of so many law firms having completed lease 
transactions during the past several years, leasing activity has 
slowed a bit in this sector. 

unique Feature: fundamentals in the Chicago Central Business 
district are such that quality, high view Class A space, which 
is typically desired by most law firms, is scarce. historically in 
Chicago, law firms have served as the anchor tenants for new 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
dLA piper 444 W. Lake st. 175,000 Relocation - New Building
polsinelli 150 N. Riverside plaza 113,000 Relocation - New Building
seyfarth shaw LLp 233 s. Wacker dr. 200,000 Relocation

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

mayer brown LLP
350,000 sf

holland & knight
120,000sf

clausen miller Pc
100,000 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $40.02 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 6.6%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50-$70 psf
Class a Free rent 10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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developments. during 2014, developers started construction on 
two new office towers which attracted interest from large law 
firms that hadn’t yet made a leasing decision and had existing 
lease expirations as far out as the 2020 timeframe. Ultimately, 
law firms mcdermott Will & emery and dLA piper each signed 
a lease to be the anchor tenant in their respective building of the 
two new office development projects.



indianapolis
indiana

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 5.8% of the market. 

outlook: Law firms have been at the forefront of implementing 
real estate occupancy strategies focusing on reducing office 
footprints and gaining organizational efficiencies. indianapolis 
firms with significant occupancy downtown—where Class A 
rental rates exceed $23 per square foot—have been particularly 
aggressive in their reductions. 

trend: firms have been relocating non-essential it and hR 
personnel to less expensive spaces in adjacent properties, 
removing obsolete law libraries, and are beginning to 
incorporate open-seating concepts. in June 2013, ice miller Lp, 
indianapolis’ third largest firm, reduced their office footprint 
from 164,421 square feet on nine floors of One America tower 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Bingham Greenbaum doll LLp 10 W. market st. 78,090 Renewal
hall Render Killian heath & Lyman 500 N. meridian st. 101,000 Relocation
Quarles & Brady LLp 135 N. pennsylvania st. 19,422 New

firms in the market

cohen & malad, LLP
20,000 sf

feiwell & hannoy Pc
18,000-20,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $18.90 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 2.7%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $30-$40 psf
Class a Free rent 8-10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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to 127,883 square feet. in addition, Bingham Greenbaum doll, 
indianapolis’ fifth largest firm, reduced its occupancy at market 
tower by 15,618 square feet.  

unique Feature: indianapolis is the state capital, and the 
city’s economy is focused on education, health care, finance 
and technology. the city is focused on tourism, too, as it 
hosts a number of conventions and sporting events, including 
the indianapolis 500. Both forbes and Livability.com rank 
indianapolis among the best downtowns in the U.s., with 
more than 200 retail shops, 30-plus hotels and nearly 300 
restaurants and food options, movie theaters, sports venues, art 
galleries and museums.



Baltimore
MarYland

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 15.0% of the market in Baltimore. 

outlook: Overall economy is growing, but not at the same rate 
as surrounding states. Baltimore City and the BWi corridor are 
maintaining strong office demand, while surrounding counties 
such as Baltimore County and harford County are struggling 
with high vacancy rates. New development at harbor point and 
1 Light st. will add the first new Class A office development in 
downtown Baltimore in over a decade. Both buildings are 80.0% 
pre-leased to corporate tenants.

trend: Business is good in general, especially with biotech, 
cybersecurity and healthcare. however, there is a lack of work 
in corporations or financial services, and some of the traditional 
drivers. At law offices, floor plans are shrinking and companies 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Kramon & Graham pA 1 south st. 25,853 Renewal/Restructure
Neuberger, Quinn, Gielen, Rubin & Gibber, pA 1 south st. 19,000 extension
Whiteford taylor preston LLp 7 st. paul st. 60,000 Restructure

firms in the market

Peter t. nicholl
35,000 sf

niles barton & wilmer LLP 
22,500 sf

offit kurman Pa
17,500 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

m
ARYLANd

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $21.50 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 1.0%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $30-$40 psf
Class a Free rent 6-12 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate No Change increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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are downsizing the amount of space they need.

unique Feature: for the legal industry, it is very local, primarily 
focused on Baltimore-based businesses and institutions, e.g. 
Johns hopkins, t. Rowe price, Legg mason, Under Armour. Very 
few national law firms have a Baltimore presence. technology 
and cybersecurity firms are the fastest growing industry in 
the state. the area is home to many world-renowned medical 
and hospital systems including Johns hopkins, mercy medical 
Center and University of maryland Baltimore Washington 
medical Center.



Boston
MassaCHusetts

Popular locations: financial district

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 11.0% of the market. 

outlook: the economy is strong and overall employment is at 
an all-time high. Office absorption in 2014 was among the top in 
the country.

trend: Law firms accounted for the second largest leasing 
volume in 2014 in Boston after financial firms. though square 
feet signed by law firms last year was down relative to 
prior occupancy, there was growth from a number of firms, 
particularly those averaging 10,000 to 40,000 square feet in 
size.

unique Feature: the legal industry is affected by both the local 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Choate hall & stewart 2 international pl.  170,000 Renewal/Contraction
proskauer Rose LLp 1 international pl.  100,000 Renewal 
Wolf Greenfield 600 Atlantic Ave.  90,000 Renewal/expansion

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

Prince Lobel tye LLP
45,000 sf

cetrulo LLP
35,000 sf
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pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $51.30 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 3.3%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $62.50 psf
Class a Free rent 3-6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase No Change No Change
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease No Change
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and global economies. While Boston was certainly not immune 
to the effects of the recession, it was less hard hit than many 
U.s. cities. the large component of education, healthcare and 
life sciences industries buffered job losses during the downturn.



detroit
MiCHigan

Popular locations: downtown detroit or the cities of 
southfield, troy or Birmingham in the suburbs 

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 11.0% of the market. 

outlook: the detroit market went through a depression as most 
of the country went through a recession. Overall, the climate 
continues to improve but people are still cautious with their 
money, which affects the legal industry. the City of detroit’s 
bankruptcy saw some positive growth in law firms across the 
area.

trend: the detroit legal market reset itself in the mid 2000’s 
as far as square footage per-attorney goes. Although law 
offices did not necessarily go to an open floor plan, there was a 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
dickinson Wright 500 Woodward Ave. 108,178 Renewal
dykema Gossett pLLC 400 Renaissance Ctr. 85,000 Renewal
Vandeveer Garzia p.C. 840 W Long Lake Rd. 21,689 New

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

butzel Long
80,000 sf

abbott, nicholson, Quilter,
esshaki & youngblood P.c. 

18,933 sf

kitch, drutchas, wagner,
valitutti & Sherbrook

10,651 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $22.98 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 50.8%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $15 psf
Class a Free rent 3 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase No Change
absorption increase increase No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease No Change
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reduction in conference room space, library space and general 
non-essential areas. 

unique Feature: detroit is always affected by the automotive 
industry and there is a rebirth of sorts happening with a new 
desire to improve the downtown detroit market. We are seeing 
more foreign investors, which is having a positive impact on the 
legal industry as those investors create legal U.s. entities for 
their operations.



minneapolis - st. paul
Minnesota

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Briggs & morgan p.A. ids Center  116,000 Renewal
Larkin hoffman daly & Lindgren Ltd. 8300 Normandale Lake Blvd.  50,000 Relocation
Norton Rose fulbright RBC plaza/60 s sixth st.  18,500 Relocation

firms in the market

Stinson Leonard Street LLP
100,000-120,000 sf

winthrop & weinstine P.a. 
80,000 sf

oppenheimer wolff &
donnelly LLP 

50,000-75,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $31.87 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 3.0%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50-$60 psf
Class a Free rent 10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase decrease No Change
absorption decrease decrease increase
Vacancy increase increase decrease
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Popular location: the majority of large law firms in the 
area are located in the minneapolis Central Business district 
(CBd). An exception to note is Larkin hoffman, which Colliers 
represented in their move from one suburban office building to 
another. they were able to consolidate from four floors to two 
by moving to a new location that offered significant amenities. 
Larkin hoffman does the majority of their business with the city 
of Bloomington, the location of their new offices.

outlook: minneapolis-st. paul has a strong, diverse economy 
with low unemployment and strong employment growth. the 
unemployment rate as of december of 2014 was 3.3%, making 
it the lowest unemployment rate in the U.s. among metropolitan 
areas with a population of 1 million or more.

trend: Corporations in the legal industry are rethinking how 

they use their space and are reducing the amount of square 
feet per lawyer in an effort to cut costs. trends include reduced 
square-foot ratios and “one size for all” office plans. there have 
been discussions of relocating back office and administrative 
work to cheaper space, but thus far it hasn’t affected real estate 
decisions.

unique Feature: there has been a steady stream of law firms 
merging, allowing them to be more efficient with their in-house 
administrative functions, further reducing their need for space.



Kansas City
Missouri

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 6.6% of Class A office space in Kansas City. 

outlook: Active. the majority of legal firms elected to renew 
their existing space, but not until after a thorough metro-wide 
office search. several tenants continue to explore options on 
both sides of the state line.

trend: Less office space required. Last year shook hardy 
& Bacon vacated 75,000 sf of their existing space and are 
offering the space through a sublease opportunity at their 
Crown Center location, while stinson Leonard (formerly stinson 
morrison hecker) renewed their existing space with a reduced 
footprint.

unique feature: excellent place to set up back office and 
support operations that take advantage of the metro’s strong 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Baker sterchi Cowden Rice LLC Crown Center 30,000 Renewal
denton's 4520 main st. 50,000 Renewal
spencer fane Britt & Browne LLp 1000 Walnut st. 65,000 Renewal

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

undisclosed Law firm
40,000 sf

Gilmore & bell Pc
27,000 sf

bartimus frickleton robertson
& Goza 

20,000 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $19.74 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 0.2%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $10-$20 psf
Class a Free rent 3-4 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase No Change increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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workforce and lower cost of business. sedgwick LLp, a san 
francisco-based law firm elected to place their new back-office 
operation at Crown Center, a move that brought 100 well-paying 
jobs to the metro. project platinum has also elected to create 
a new back office legal support operation, which will also be in 
Crown Center.



parsippany
new JerseY

Popular location: Newark and princeton are the two primary 
legal markets in New Jersey. however, there has been a recent 
trend with some of the larger firms moving out to suburban 
markets like Roseland or morristown, while keeping a smaller 
presence in Newark.

outlook: New Jersey’s unemployment rate improved throughout 
2014 and currently stands at 6.2%, its lowest level since 
October 2008. New Jersey job growth lagged the rest of the 
nation. 

trend: Users are opting for more efficient use of their office 
space, which includes open floor plans, shrinking the square 
foot per employee requirement, and reducing files by going 
paperless. Law firms are exploring doubling up associates in 
offices, reducing the number of administrative staff per attorney; 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Cole, schotz, meisel, forman & Leonard pA 25 main st. 76,010 Renewal 
sills, Cummis & Gross p.C. 1 Riverfront pl. 71,157 Renewal 
Wolff & samson pC 1 Boland dr. 94,354 Renewal/expansion

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

Lowenstein Sandler LLP 
200,000 sf

connell foley LLP
80,000 sf

coughlin duffy LLP
50,000 sf
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pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $28.13 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 3.6%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $30-40 psf
Class a Free rent 8-12 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate No Change increase increase
absorption No Change increase increase
Vacancy No Change decrease decrease
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some of the larger firms have relocated back-office functions to 
lower-cost locations nearby. 

unique Feature: Close proximity to New York, for companies 
and the educated workforce. Also, New Jersey still has a large 
presence of pharmaceutical and biotech companies. drivers for 
the legal industry are healthcare and life sciences. 



New York
new York

Popular location: midtown manhattan, especially midtown 
West, remains the most desirable area for law firms. this area 
enjoys a close proximity to the three major transportation hubs 
in the city, as well as many large corporate headquarters. 

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 11.2% of the market. 

outlook: the New York economy has experienced a great 
post-recession resurgence. Asking rents are at or near all-time 
highs in all three major manhattan markets, vacancy remains 
low, and the citywide unemployment rate has dropped to 6.3%, 
the lowest level since October 2008. many of the prominent 
law firms in New York have undertaken significant space 
consolidations in order to maximize space efficiency and cut 
back on costs. 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Kirkland & ellis LLp 601 Lexington Ave. 403,000 Renewal
Weil, Gotshal & manges LLp 767 fifth Ave. 390,000 Renewal
White & Case LLp 1221 Avenue of the Americas 423,000 Relocation 

firms in the market

Skadden, arps, Slate, meagher
& flom LLP
600,000 sf

fried frank
300,000 sf

hogan Lovells LLP
250,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings
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pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $76.75 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 11.0%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $55.17 psf
Class a Free rent 7.2 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption No Change decrease decrease
Vacancy decrease increase increase
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trend: the decline in the financial industry had a significant 
impact on legal hiring for some time after the recession. 
some of the large space occupiers are “white shoe” law firms 
servicing many of the large corporations headquartered in New 
York. 

unique Features: Law firms in New York benefit greatly from 
their proximity to the global headquarters and major offices 
of the world’s largest companies. Additionally, the amount of 
intellectual capital in the region makes it easier to attract a 
competent and skilled workforce. in the past year, increased 
mergers and acquisitions, and ipO activity, along with new 
hiring by financial firms, have begun to create new opportunities 
for the law firms that support this sector.



Cincinnati
oHio

outlook: improving at or slightly above the national average. As 
companies scaled back expenses, they took a look at how they 
were paying for legal and other professional services. As the 
economy improved, companies maintained the compensation 
structures that were negotiated during leaner times.

trend: there is a continuing trend to scale back square feet per 
attorney and to do high-level improvements only in the public 
spaces. private offices are still important to individual attorneys 
as a recruiting tool, but offices are smaller and modestly 
furnished. the newest Class A skyscraper completed in 2011 
attracted two major firms.   

unique Feature: Cincinnati has a high number of regional law 
firms whose primary headquarters are based locally. expansions 
are typically through acquisitions in other midwestern and mid-
Atlantic markets. there is a trend toward big firms returning to 
city center.

firms in the market

dinsmore & Shohl LLP
150,000-170,000 sf

Graydon head & ritchey LLP
30,000 sf

hammond Law Group LLP
15,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $21.43 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year No Change
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $40/$20 psf
Class a Free rent 6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate No Change No Change No Change
absorption increase No Change No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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Cleveland
oHio

Popular location: Central Business district (CBd) downtown; 
Class A signature buildings.

outlook: economic conditions in the Cleveland market are 
steadily improving; slightly better than national average. As 
companies reduce expenses, they looked at legal and other 
professional services. As the economy improved, companies 
maintained the compensation structures that were negotiated 
during leaner times. 

trend: due to improving economic conditions, law firms are 
hiring and growing staff. healthcare and real estate are drivers 
of the legal profession, along with an improving manufacturing 
sector. there is a continuation of a trend to scale back square 
feet per attorney; high level of improvements happen only in the 
public spaces (reception and conference rooms). private offices 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Baker & hostetler LLp 127 public square 115,000 Relocation
frantz Ward LLp 200 public square 45,806 Relocation
Vorys, sater, seymour and pease LLp 200 public square 58,927 Relocation

firms in the market

benesch, friedlander, coplan
& aronoff LLP

96,000 sf

thompson hine LLP
90,000 sf

taft Stettinius & hollister LLP
50,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service gross) $20.66 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year N/A
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $20-$40 psf
Class a Free rent 6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate No Change No Change No Change
absorption No Change No Change No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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are still important to individual attorneys and as a recruiting tool, 
but offices are smaller and simply furnished.

unique Feature: the legal industry occupies a large percentage 
of the Central Business district (CBd) office market.



Columbus
oHio

Popular location: Central Business district (CBd); Class A 
signature buildings.

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 15.0% of the overall market.

outlook: Law firms are continuing to dominate the central 
business district making up 20.0% to 25.0% of the Class A space 
tenants in this submarket. property owners are increasingly more 
willing to accomodate increased tenant improvement costs driven 
by law practices; especially for those signing 10-15 year leases.

trend: firms located in the suburbs have shown to take up more 
space per advisor.

unique Feature: in the Central Business district, the majority of 
the best and largest buildings are anchored by a firm of at least 
25,000 square feet.

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Calfee, halter, & Griswold LLp 41 s. high st. 23,728 Relocation
Crabbe, Brow, & James LLp 500 s. front st. 26,296 Relocation
Ulmer & Berne LLp 65 e. state st. 10,000 Relocation

firms in the market

baker & hostetler LLP
90,000 sf

reminger & reminger
20,000 sf

Littler mendelson
17,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $19.53 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 11.4%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $40 psf
Class a Free rent 5-10 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase No Change
Vacancy increase No Change No Change
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philadelphia
PennsYlVania

Popular locations: trophy class buildings in the Central 
Business district market (CBd) West submarket and in the 
market east/independence mall submarket near the federal 
courts. downtown Wilmington, delaware, is a corporate tax 
haven, and draws firms with corporate law and bankruptcy 
practices. 

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 14.1% of the market.

outlook: the overall economy is improving, but there continues 
to be fluctuations in the job market. Law firms are still 
streamlining and seeking personnel and space efficiencies.

trend: there have been changes in insurance defense practices 
and increased sensitivity to conflicts between insurer carrier 
and insurance providing clients: firms are moving away from 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Rawle & henderson LLp 1 s. penn square 69,420 Renewal
schnader harrison segal and Lewis LLp 1600 market st. 67,000 Renewal/Contraction
stradley Ronon 2005 market st. 92,000 Renewal/Contraction

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

obermeyer rebmann maxwell
& hippel LLP 

50,000-60,000 sf

fineman krekstein & harris Pc
15,000 sf

mattioni Ltd
13,160 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $28.31 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 7.1%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $45 psf
Class a Free rent 6 mos.
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lower-billing-rate, higher-volume insurance defense practices 
and focusing on growing higher-rate practices with more senior 
attorneys. Office sizes and law libraries are contracting and 
attorneys to admin ratios are increasing.  

unique Feature: diversity: the area is not dominated by one 
major sector like New York or Washington. it is the home of the 
U.s. district Court for the eastern district of pennsylvania and 
the U.s. Court of Appeals for the third Circuit. the area has a 
cluster of major law schools: University of pennsylvania Law 
school, drexel University College of Law, and temple University 
Beasley school of Law. 



Nashville
tennessee

Favorite location: Central Business district (CBd)

Percent of Market occupied by law Firms: 22.2% of Class A 
office space 

trend: Law firm activity varies on a case-by-case basis. Recent 
transactions have shown that some firms are upgrading to Class 
A space with more square footage. some are downsizing and 
relocating to Class A space. so far there has not been a clear 
trend in this industry to draw any conclusions regarding move-
ins and move-outs. 

unique Feature: the majority of the law firms in Nashville 
(firms exceeding nine attorneys) specialize in the healthcare 
sector, the city’s strongest economic driver. the Nashville 
healthcare industry contributes an overall economic benefit 
of nearly $30 billion and more than 200,000 jobs to the local 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Butler, snow, O’mara stevens & Cannada pLLC 150 3rd Ave. south 46,294 Relocation
hall, Booth, smith p.C. 424 Church 14,367 expansion
Neal & harwell 1201 demonbreun 26,000 Relocation

firms in the market

manier & herod
15,000-20,000 sf

tune entrekin & white Pc
15,000 sf

branstetter Stranch &
Jennings PLLc 

11,499 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $24.99 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 2.2%

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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economy annually. Additionally, more than 250 healthcare 
companies have operations in Nashville and work on a 
multistate, national or international basis. 



dallas
teXas

Popular locations: downtown

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 9.0% of the market. 

outlook: dallas - fort Worth area is very strong. Law firms 
are downsizing or right-sizing because of changes in how 
firms practice law. there is continued migration of companies 
relocating into the metro area as well as local firms expanding 
their workforces. the medical, technology, financial and energy 
sectors are all expanding.

trend: Reduction of square feet per attorney is the main shift. 
dallas has not seen trends common in other places, including 
moving back office jobs or using open-space plans.

unique Feature: technology and life sciences drive the industry 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Gardere Wynne sewell LLp New Crescent building 109,000 Relocation
sidley Austin LLp New Crescent building 75,000 Relocation
Locke Lord LLp 2200 Ross Ave. 148,000 Renewal

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

Strasburger Price LLP
60,000 sf

Godwin Lewis Pc
50,000 sf

dLa Piper
25,000 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $25.00 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 4.7%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $40 psf
Class a Free rent 3-6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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here, and key areas of growth include intellectual property and 
healthcare. the area is often called the “silicon prairie” due to 
its concentration of telecom companies and chip manufacturers.



houston
teXas

Popular locations: Central Business district (CBd)

outlook: the regional economy is still very strong. the recent 
drop in oil prices has curtailed any planned projects/capital 
expenditures in the energy industry, but projects already under 
construction are moving forward. houston’s economy began 
to peak midyear 2014. Growth has been in the energy-related 
practices, as houston is considered the center of the energy 
industry.  

trend: many national law firms have looked to establish a 
presence in houston due to the strong local economy, primarily 
in the energy industry, which has taken a hit due to the price 
drop in oil. however, that has been a catalyst for mergers and 
acquisitions, which are keeping law firms in houston busy. many 
of the firms are looking to cut costs through more efficient use 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Ahmad, Zavitsanos, Anaipakos, Alavi, & mensing p.C. 1221 mcKinney Ave. 35,000 Relocation
Chamberlain, hrdlicka, White, Williams & Aughtry 1200 smith st. 50,000 Renewal
Gardere Wynne sewell LLp 1000 Louisiana st. 65,000 Relocation

firms in the market

Porter hedges LLP 
80,000-90,000 sf

thompson knight LLP 
75,000 sf

winstead Pc
75,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $34.15 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 5.8%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50 psf
Class a Free rent 3-6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption decrease No Change No Change
Vacancy increase increase decrease
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of space, which includes smaller offices and more collaborative 
space designs. 

unique Feature: energy and healthcare industries drive the 
legal industry.



Richmond
Virginia

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy approximately 3.8% of the market. 

outlook: Richmond area law firms have been very active the 
last two years, with the three largest firms completing leases 
in 2013: troutman sanders (100,000 square-foot renewal), 
hunton & Williams (257,000 square-foot renewal) and 
mcGuireWoods (217,000 square foot relocation). 

trend: the trend in Richmond mirrors the national trend of 
smaller office sizes and emphasis on collaborative space. 
firms are eliminating libraries and designing more efficient 
workspaces, thereby reducing overall space requirements by as 
much as 10.0% to 30.0%.

unique Feature: Richmond’s economy is primarily driven by 
law, finance, and government, with federal, state, and local 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
eckert seamans Cherin & mellott LLC 919 e main st. 13,228 Relocation
LeClairRyan LLp 919 e main st. 50,000 Relocation 
mcCandlish holton 1111 e main st. 34,000 expansion

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

barnes & diehl Pc
10,000 sf

Parker & Pollard wilton
& Peaden Pc 

10,000 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $20.65 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 0.5%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50 psf
Class a Free rent 6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase increase
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease

 -  5,000,000  10,000,000  15,000,000  20,000,000  25,000,000
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market Occupied by Law firms

Other
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20,116,382 sF
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governmental agencies, as well as notable legal and banking 
firms, located in the downtown area.



seattle
wasHington

Popular locations: Central Business district (CBd)

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 5.2% of office space with a total of 178 tenants 
occupying 1,821,311 square feet of space. 

outlook: Law firm activity in the seattle market remains 
consistent with several small to mid-sized firms. many of the 
major firms in the area previously negotiated early renewals and 
blend/extend lease extensions during market slump of the past 
several years. 

trend: more creative office design with open ceilings in all 
common areas within the space such as lobby/reception, 
corridors, and break room. this trend is becoming more 
commonplace in the seattle market for professional services 
firms.

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
City of seattle Attorney 701 fifth Ave. 64,000 Relocation 
Wilson sonsini Goodrick & Rosati pC 701 fifth Ave. 9,288 New

firms in the market

buckland & taylor Ltd
10,000 sf

ekman bohrer & thulin PS
8,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $34.14 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 2.8%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50 psf
Class a Free rent 5 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption increase increase No Change
Vacancy decrease decrease decrease
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milwaukee
wisConsin

Popular locations: Class A towers in the Central Business 
district (CBd), with some back offices in suburbs

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 25.6% of the market.

outlook: metro milwaukee unemployment is down a full 
percentage point year over year to 5.2%. An unprecedented 
amount of proposed private and public construction projects will 
increase legal growth.

trend: space utilization is having a tremendous impact on all 
types of office use. Attorney space ratios are a reflection of 
space and also an increased awareness of competition. the 
desire of millennials to locate in downtown urban areas rather 
than in suburbs has caused a number of law firms with both 
Central Business district (CBd) and suburban presence to 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Beck, Chaet, Bamberger & polsky, s.C. 330 e Kilbourn Ave. 9,443 Renewal
friebert, finerty & st. John, s.C. 330 e Kilbourn Ave. 7,467 Renewal
Quarles & Brady LLp 411 e Wisconsin Ave. 186,177 Renewal 

firms in the market

davis & kuelthau S.c.
35,000 sf

borgelt, Powell, Peterson & 
frauen S.c.
19,000 sf

Lindner & marsack S.c. 
13,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $30.22 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 0.5%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $40 psf
Class a Free rent 5 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase No Change
absorption decrease No Change increase
Vacancy increase No Change decrease
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rethink their space allocations.

unique Feature: milwaukee remains a city with a true sense of 
community and most firms feel they must still be ingrained and 
involved in the city rather than simply “go about their business.” 
the city’s burgeoning startup community is helping to grow the 
local legal industry. 



Calgary
Canada

Percent of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms occupy 
8.3% of the real estate market in Calgary. 

outlook: Law firm activity in the downtown Calgary office 
market has been characterized by a push to modernize office 
spaces, either through redesigning existing space or moving into 
new premises, as well as standardizing attorney/partner office 
sizes and support staff workstations.

trend: Attracting top-level talent with high-end office space, 
and using the standardization of offices and workstations to 
help law firms control costs and increase efficiencies. the 
majority of large law firms in the Calgary market already reside 
in Class AA office buildings downtown.

unique Feature: the energy sector employs a great number 
of people. While the city once relied on oil and gas as drivers 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLp 855 – 2nd st. sW 83,234 Renewal
Gowling Lafleur henderson LLp 421 – 7th Ave. sW 74,188 Relocation
Osler, hoskin & harcourt LLp 450 – 1st st. sW 54,026 Renewal

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class aa asking rent (Net) $42.00 psf

overall annual Change in Class aa asking rent 
from Previous Year No Change
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class aa tenant improvement allowance $60 psf
Class aa Free rent 3-6 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class aa rental rate decrease decrease No Change
absorption decrease increase increase
Vacancy increase No Change increase
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of the economy, it was forced to diversify, both economically 
and culturally, and invests a great deal in tourism and high-
tech manufacturing. Other modern industries include light 
manufacturing, film, e-commerce, transportation, and services.



montreal
Canada

Popular location: downtown
outlook: the year 2014 began with the shocking news of the 
dissolution of montreal born heenan Blaikie. this was the largest 
dissolution in Canada since the closing of Goodman & Carr in 
2007. heenan Blaikie, which was founded in 1973, employed 
more than 500 lawyers in eight offices across Canada at its 
closing in 2014. A few notable moves following the dissolution 
include:
 >  former prime minister of Canada, Jean Chretien,   
     joined dentons (Ottawa)
 >  president of the Canadian Olympic Committee and  
     recipient of the Order of Quebec, marcel Aubut, 
     joined BCf
trend: some montreal law firms have felt the pressure to 
downsize (or right-size) in the past year. One reason for this 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
stikeman elliott LLp 1155, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 40e étage 126,000 Renewal
Blakes, Cassels & Graydon LLp 1, place Ville marie, 30e étage 50,000 Relocation

firms in the market

fasken martineau
120,000 sf

Lapointe rosenstein marchand 
melancon LLP

50,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $45.87 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 10.9%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $50 psf
Class a Free rent 12-18 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate increase increase increase
absorption decrease decrease decrease
Vacancy increase No Change No Change
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is the higher ratio of partners to salaried attorneys relative to 
other major cities. this disequilibrium is affecting the way in 
which firms have operated for decades. partnerships, that once 
cultivated large client bases and subsequently brought salaried 
partner attorneys into files, are now expecting all partners to 
bring in their own clients. subsequently, some senior attorneys 
are choosing to work for smaller firms and corporations. 
Consequently, large law firms are occupying less physical 
space, and are looking at different business models and space 
configurations. 
unique Feature: montreal is an important center for commerce, 
aerospace, finance, pharmaceuticals, technology, design, 
tourism, gaming, film and world affairs. the port of montreal is 
one of the largest inland ports in the world handling 26 million 
metric tons of cargo annually. the city is also an important 
railway hub.



toronto
Canada

Popular location: Central Business district (CBd) (downtown)

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 9.0% of the downtown ‘A’ Class office market.

outlook: toronto has 15 law firms with more than 100,000 
square feet, and six firms with more than 200,000 square 
feet, all located in the downtown financial core of the central 
business district.

trend: Law firm activity remains relatively quiet as we move 
into Q2 2015 and most of the major firms are focused on 
improving cost efficiencies in delivering legal services. this is 
resulting in some experimentation in design. the downtown 
market saw an increase of about 1.6 million square feet of net 
new supply which in the medium term will drive up vacancy 
levels and provide competitive new opportunities in the market 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
Borden Ladner Gervais LLp 22 Adelaide st. West 190,000 Relocation
Lenczner slaght Royce smith Griffin LLp 130 Adelaide st. West 43,500 Renewal
mcCague Borlack LLp 130 King st. West, suite 2700 33,000 Renewal

firms in the market

norton rose fulbright 
150,000 sf

cassells brock & blackwell LLP
100,000 sf

blaney mcmurtry LLP
75,000 sf

Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class a asking rent (full service Gross) $53.78 psf

overall annual Change in Class a asking rent 
from Previous Year 2.6%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class a tenant improvement allowance $30 psf
Class a Free rent 3 mos.

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class a rental rate No Change  decrease  decrease
absorption decrease decrease decrease
Vacancy increase increase increase
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for large and small law firms. 

unique Feature: toronto, the capital of Ontario, is the most 
populous city in Canada with a population of 3.7 million 
residents. Being the commercial capital of the country, the 
city is also home to the toronto stock exchange. Leading 
economic sectors include finance, legal and accounting services, 
telecommunications, aerospace, transportation, media, arts, 
publishing, software production, medical research, education, 
tourism and engineering. extensive major infrastructure 
projects are underway for completion by summer, including a 
direct rail link from downtown to pearson international Airport.



Vancouver
Canada

Percentage of Market occupied by law Firms: Law firms 
occupy 16.0% of the market.

outlook: the province of British Columbia experienced a stable 
economy through 2014 with promising growth through 2015. 
Lower oil prices haven’t affected BC and specifically Vancouver 
as hard as other parts of Canada. With strong U.s. growth, 
a U.s. rate hike and lower oil prices, the Canadian dollar will 
remain lower through 2015, which will dramatically help the 
export industry and help drive growth in the economy.

trend: there has been an increased focus by executives and 
shareholders on margins. With legal expenses typically rising, 
this has placed a microscope on legal spend by clients and, 
therefore, significant pressure on law firms to become more 
efficient. 

Law firm Name Address size (sf) transaction type
miller thomson LLp 725 Granville st. 48,000 Relocation
murphy Battista LLp 650 West Georgia st. 11,000 Renewal
Roper Greyell LLp 745 thurlow st. 16,000 Relocation

firms in the market Current market data - All data to be based off of Class A office buildings

blake, cassels & Graydon LLP
60,000 sf

boughton Law
30,000 sf

Guild yule LLP
20,000 sf

pricing and incentives
avg. annual Class aaa asking rent (full service Gross) $55.45 psf

overall annual Change in Class aaa asking rent 
from Previous Year -0.1%
New/Renewal (assuming a 10 year term)

Class aaa tenant improvement allowance $50/$20 psf
Class aaa Free rent $0

forecasting 2015 2016 2017
Class aaa rental rate decrease decrease No Change
absorption decrease decrease No Change
Vacancy increase increase No Change
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unique Feature: Vancouver is a branch-office town with very 
few large corporate head offices. this defines the market. 
there are very few large international law firms and a number 
of strong regional firms. Being a branch office town, there’s 
increased pressure on billable rates since there aren’t any large 
corporations with large legal budgets.



positioning Law firms for success
Around the Corner and Across the Globe

Given the pace of technological change and the new ways in which law firms must work to stay profitable and 
competitive, how can you best make informed decisions that determine your firm’s ability to grow and adapt—
while focusing on your firm’s core business? By relying on Colliers’ Law firm services Group, a global team of 
enterprising and experienced professionals, including practicing attorneys, who partner with law firm clients to 
provide strategic expertise tailored to the goals and culture that make each law firm unique.

Our professionals are active in industry organizations such as the Association of Legal Administrators (ALA) and 
American Bar Association (ABA), author articles in industry publications, and participate in local, regional and 
national industry events. 

Our clients depend on us for real estate solutions that enhance productivity and control costs, while minimizing 
capital expenditure and managing future risk for the partnership.

Colliers international is a global leader in commercial real estate 
services, with more than 16,300 professionals operating out of 502 
offices in 67 countries. A subsidiary of firstservice Corporation, 
Colliers international delivers a full range of services to real estate 
occupiers, owners and investors worldwide, including global 
corporate solutions, brokerage, property and asset management, 
hotel investment sales and consulting, valuation, consulting and 
appraisal services, mortgage banking and insightful research. Colliers 
international has been recognized and ranked by the international 
Association of Outsourcing professionals’ Global Outsourcing 100 for 
10 consecutive years, more than any other real estate services firm. 

Our services
Updated March 2015
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COLLieRs iNteRNAtiONAL At A GLANCe

$2.3 billion    in Annual Revenue

        1.70 billion square feet managed

16,300 professionals | 67 Countries | 502 Offices

 $97 billion in over  84,000 transactions

Updated March 2015

founding member of the 
World Green Building Council

member of World economic 
forum

Recognized and ranked 10 
consecutive years, more than 
any other real estate services 
firm.
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